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This is the first in a two-part series about Xi Jinping’s assertion of greater control
in China. Read the second article here

A prominent leftist commentator in China has denounced “big capitalists” and
entertainment industry “sissy-boy stars”. Leading public figures are disappearing
from view. Others are racing to declare their fealty — and pledge billions of dollars
— to the policy priorities of an all-powerful supreme leader who has life-tenure.

A sudden frenzy of political activity over the past two weeks has many people
wondering if China is entering a new political era, one that embraces elements of
Maoist political campaigns as the Communist party continues to take a more
domineering role under President Xi Jinping.

Some even suggest that this could be the early signs of a new social upheaval
reminiscent of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, a cataclysm precipitated
by Mao Zedong in 1966 that resulted in the deaths of at least 1m people and
stopped the country in its tracks for the better part of a decade.

“A monumental change is taking place in China. The economic, financial, cultural
and political spheres are undergoing a profound revolution,” Li Guangman, the
pen name of a prominent leftist commentator, wrote in a commentary that
captured the zeitgeist. “It marks a return [of power] from Capitalist cliques to the
people . . . It is a return to the revolutionary spirit, to heroism, to courage and
righteousness.”

The Big Read  Chinese politics & policy

The Chinese control revolution: the Maoist echoes of Xi’s power play

The Chinese leader is extending the party’s dominance over civil society. The flurry of activity has many

of the hallmarks of a new political era
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A group of Chinese children in uniform in front of a picture of Chairman Mao Zedong holding Mao’s ‘Little Red Book’ during
China’s cultural revolution in 1968 © Hulton Archive/Getty Images

Much as “big-character posters” were sometimes reprinted by state media organs
during the cultural revolution, so was Li’s diatribe amplified by Chinese
Communist party-controlled media.

Xi, China’s most powerful ruler since Mao, has no illusions about the cultural
revolution. During the tumult, his father, a veteran of the Communist revolution
that triumphed in 1949, was persecuted and Xi himself was “sent down” to the
countryside along with millions of other Chinese teenagers. In a December 2018
speech celebrating the 40th anniversary of Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms,
which propelled China out of Maoist poverty, Xi criticised the cultural revolution
for bringing “China’s economy to the brink of collapse”.
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But in a series of dramatic moves over the past year, ranging from a crackdown on
China’s biggest technology companies to strict limits on the amount of time young
people are allowed to play video games, Xi is reinserting the party into the private
sector and into family lives in a way that has not been seen since Deng launched
the “reform and opening” era in 1978.

Many of the announcements represent a form of economic populism in response to
widespread anxiety about inequality — a social boil Xi wants to lance as he
prepares for an unprecedented third term in power next year. But in his efforts to
assert ever-greater personal control over both the party and civil society, he is
flirting with propaganda tools and intimidation tactics that many observers see as
a throwback to the Mao era.

“Xi has no appetite to release the genie of popular rebellion from the bottle. He has
never been a revolutionary like Mao,” says Ming Xia, a political-science professor
at City University of New York. “But it does not mean Xi would not manipulate and
direct the anger among frustrated people at political targets he wants to destroy.

“With his confident control over the army, propaganda and bureaucracy, Xi has
been applying Mao’s strategy at a smaller scale. He selectively targets some
officials, businesspeople, opinion leaders, stars [and] skilfully manipulates the
popular mood . . . to please the impulse of some Chinese who are less successful
[and] harbour hatred toward the rich.”

Xi’s ‘profound revolution’
Xi has made it clear that the party must not abandon its revolutionary ideals —
that it is duty-bound to deliver “common prosperity” and stand up to the west,
especially the US. These convictions, as well as his tendency to view everything
through a national security prism, have driven a 10-month campaign that started
with last November’s cancellation of a $37bn initial public offering by Jack Ma’s
online finance company, Ant Group. The drive has also ensnared Ma’s ecommerce
platform, Alibaba, and Didi Chuxing, the country’s dominant ride-hailing operator
now under investigation for its data security practices.

The most recent shot in Xi’s “profound revolution” came on August 17, when the
party’s financial and economic affairs committee, which normally concerns itself
with technocratic regulatory and policy matters, declared that it was necessary to
“regulate excessively high incomes” in order to ensure “common prosperity for all”.
Like almost all important party organs, the committee is chaired by Xi.
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The declaration shattered the late-summer lull that descends on Beijing every
August, when the party leadership typically decamps to the seaside resort town of
Beidaihe. Many of China’s leading private sector entrepreneurs snapped to
attention, pledging billions of dollars to charities and social welfare even as
prominent officials rushed to assure them that Xi was not going to “kill the rich to
help the poor”.

Ecommerce group Alibaba was fined $2.8bn in April for monopoly abuses © Mark Schiefelbein/AP

Alibaba and its biggest rival, Pony Ma’s Tencent group, have each pledged more
than Rmb100bn ($15.5bn) to common prosperity-related causes.

“Common prosperity is not egalitarianism,” a commentary published by the official
Xinhua news agency declared. “It is by no means robbing the rich to help the poor
as misinterpreted by some western media.” On September 2 Hu Xijin, a state
media editor and one of China’s most prominent nationalist voices, criticised Li’s
commentary for “evoking certain historical memories and potentially triggering
ideological confusion and panic”.

Such reassurances, however, have been easy to overlook as institutions including
the state tax administration, the Supreme People’s Court and the housing ministry
began rolling out a government-wide effort to enforce common prosperity.
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Over the past fortnight the tax administration pledged to crack down on tax
dodgers and fined Zheng Shuang, one of the country’s most popular actresses,
$46m for tax evasion. The Supreme Court declared the 72-hour work weeks
common at many technology companies to be illegal. And the housing ministry
said on August 30 that it would cap annual residential rent increases at 5 per cent.

Chinese actress Zheng Shuang was fined $46m for tax evasion © Oriental Image via Reuters

In his incendiary post, Li drew a clear connection between these recent
“rectification drives” and the cancellation of Ant’s IPO, a $2.8bn fine imposed on
Alibaba in April for monopoly abuses and Beijing’s ongoing investigation into Didi
Chuxing, which angered officials by listing on the New York Stock Exchange in late
June.

“This is a return to the party’s initial aspirations,” Li wrote. “The capital market
will no longer be a paradise for capitalists to get rich overnight, the cultural market
will no longer be a paradise for sissy-boy stars and [people] will no longer worship
western culture.”

TV shows and movies featuring Zheng, who did not challenge the tax
administration’s penalty and apologised, were quickly wiped off the Chinese
internet. So were those of another popular actress, Zhao Wei, and Gao Xiaosong, a
popular talk show host and former head of Ma’s film studio, Alibaba
Entertainment.
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Zhao’s offence was less clear than Zheng’s, although Chinese nationalists were
recently offended when pictures surfaced of an actor represented by an agency she
established visiting Tokyo’s Yasukuni shrine, where Japan’s war dead, including
some who were convicted of war crimes, are interred. As rumours swirled that
Zhao had fled the country, a post on her Instagram account reportedly said she was
in Beijing with her parents. But that too disappeared.

Content featuring Gao Xiaosong, a popular talk show host, was wiped from the internet © Visual China Group via Getty Images

Gao was pilloried for observing on a talk show that many Japanese people had a
different view of Yasukuni, triggering a cascade of criticism. The Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences’ history unit put out a statement declaring him guilty of
“historical nihilism” — code for narratives that do not accord with the party’s —
and saying he should be “buried in history”.

The new emperor
While such denunciations are reminiscent of the cultural revolution, there are no
signs of the anarchy associated with that era in Xi’s China. Though Mao basked in a
cult of personality that far exceeds what Xi currently enjoys, China’s revolutionary
founder felt that real executive power had been appropriated from him by party
apparatchiks. He responded by launching a mass movement, with youthful red
guards at the vanguard, that attacked the party until he felt his grip on absolute
power had been restored. Only after extrajudicial vigilante violence veered out of
control did Mao call in the army to restore a semblance of order.



By contrast, Xi’s hold on executive power is far stronger than Mao’s was in the
years preceding the cultural revolution. And this time it is the party that is on the
offensive, attacking Ma and other prominent technology entrepreneurs, entire
sectors ranging from the tutoring industry to video gaming, and public figures such
as Zheng and Gao. The party-state’s monopoly on violence has never been
stronger.

Ren Yi, a popular patriotic commentator, says comparisons with the cultural
revolution are “total nonsense”. “The cultural revolution was a mass movement
launched by [Mao] to overthrow the government,” Ren says. “It targeted the entire
bureaucratic system . . . Do you see Xi going to Peking University to call on
students to attack the government?”

Beijing has placed strict limits on the amount of time young people are allowed to play video games © Alex
Plavevski/EPA/Shutterstock

Ren adds that Donald Trump calling on his supporters to deny the results of last
year’s US presidential election — and the subsequent attack on Congress — was
closer in spirit to the cultural revolution than anything Xi is doing. He and other Xi
supporters argue that the recent policy onslaught is essentially benign and long
overdue — and shares much with the economic populism in the US of Democratic
lawmakers Bernie Sanders or Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Xi, they say, is determined
to rein in special interest groups whose privileges he believes undermine the
common good.

According to this argument, people should judge Xi’s administration not by its
often draconian means but by its ends — from lower living costs for China’s
squeezed middle class to more checks on the monopoly powers of the country’s
tech giants.
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“Expanding equality of opportunity is important to prevent class entrenchment,
enhance social mobility and maintain the vitality of society,” Ren wrote in a recent
essay. “If western politics is more about the conflict between individuals and
government, our politics is about the conflict between interest groups and the
public interest. China’s goal [is to] maximise the wellbeing of the majority of the
population and achieve greater equality of opportunity and common prosperity.”

Didi Chuxing, the country’s dominant ride-hailing operator, is under investigation for its data security practices © Hector
Retamal/AFP via Getty Images

A Chinese venture capitalist, who asked not to be identified, agrees with Ren that
many of Xi’s policy objectives are admirable. “The way they’re doing it is very
abrupt and abrasive — the optics aren’t great,” he says. “But these initiatives are
not fundamentally wrong as long as they continue to protect private property and
the market economy.”

His main concern, he adds, is the sense of unpredictability arising from Xi’s
sudden offensives in the business and economic sphere over the past year. “These
are the facts — at least as of today. Tomorrow we have no idea what’s going to
happen.”

While fears of a second cultural revolution in China may be overblown, Xi’s late
summer policy offensive has only reinforced the almost universal expectation in
China that he is gearing up to take a historic third five-year term in late 2022,
when the party will hold its 20th congress.



Xi’s admirers see him as a “transformational” leader in the mould of Mao and
Deng — a “good emperor” who needs more time to lead the country into a new era
in which it will finally match the wealth and power of the US. Yet in doing so, he
will jettison what many people view as a major accomplishment of the reform era:
a predictable transfer of power every 10 years to a new president and party head.

The Communist party continues to take a more domineering role under President Xi Jinping © Wallace Anthony/AFP via Getty
Images

Since the Qing dynasty collapsed in 1911, there have been only two peaceful
transitions of power, both under Communist rule. The first was that from Jiang
Zemin to Hu Jintao in 2002, and from Hu to Xi in 2012.

But in 2017, shortly before the start of his second term, Xi purged or sidelined the
two youngest members of the party’s politburo, leaving no clear successor. The
following year he abolished the two-term limit on the presidency, in a clear signal
he had no intention of retiring in 2022. Seen from this perspective, Xi’s “common
prosperity” campaign is a signalling device for his policy priorities through 2027,
when he will turn 74 and perhaps seek a fourth term in power.

“China is a leaking boat,” says Desmond Shum, a Shanghai native now living in the
UK who invested in projects with some of the party’s most powerful families and
has just published a book about his experiences. “There are so many humongous
problems, whether it’s the ageing population or the economic structure, that every
leadership [team] says they’re unable to tackle all of them. They will handle it the
best they can during their administration and then pass it on to the next guys. At
some stage everybody believes it is going to explode in their face.

“But Xi,” Shum adds, “sees himself as the emperor who revives the dynasty. He’s
going to tackle these problems himself.”
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James Kynge in Hong Kong and Sun Yu in Beijing SEPTEMBER 7 2021

This is the second in a two-part series on Xi Jinping’s assertion of greater control in China. The
first part is here.

When Elon Musk insisted in March that Tesla cars were not being used to spy on China, it was
reported as a one-off interaction between the head of the world’s most valuable car company and
the custodians of its fastest-growing market.

“If Tesla used cars to spy in China or anywhere, we will get shut down,” Musk told a high-level
conference in China via video link. Responding to the Chinese government’s ban on Tesla cars from
entering military compounds, Musk insisted that the data collected by sensors fitted to Teslas was
always handled confidentially.

Now, however, Tesla’s travails stand as the early sounding of a geopolitical sea change. In recent
weeks, Beijing has pushed through reams of regulations and policies designed to shore up China’s
data security, reinforcing the control it exercises over huge volumes of data used in governing the
country, boosting the economy and ordering people’s lives.

Such moves comprise a crucial part of the vision of Xi Jinping, China’s leader, to build what some
analysts call a “techno-authoritarian superpower” in which people are monitored and directed to
an unprecedented degree through the agency of government-controlled cyber networks,
surveillance systems and algorithms.

“With better control over data, we cannot only build a more productive economy, but also a more
efficient government that makes decisions based on hard science rather than intuition,” said He
Aoxuan, a researcher at Beihang University, a leading technological university in Beijing.

“The embrace of digital sovereignty plays a key role in protecting our national interest against
enemy forces at home and abroad.”

Xi’s data vision has always stressed control. In 2013, he said that “whoever controls data has the
upper hand”. A year later he said that control of information has become an important aspect of a
country’s “soft power and competitiveness”. The official classification of data in 2020 as a “fifth
factor of production”, alongside labour, land, capital and technology, further revealed its
importance to Beijing.

The Big Read  Big Data

China and Big Tech: Xi’s blueprint for a digital dictatorship

By controlling a huge volume of data, Beijing is conducting a grand experiment in 21st century authoritarian governance
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Tesla's Elon Musk was quick to see that setting up a data centre was a route to greater harmony with Chinese authorities © AFP/Getty Images

Personal data is collected not only through online interactions but also through a whole panoply of
technologies designed to order a society of 1.4bn people. Digital social security cards, digital
money, smart cities, surveillance cameras, social credit systems and other technologies are being
rolled out across the country, creating a grand experiment for 21st century authoritarian
governance.

All this forms a contrast with the Maoist echoes in Xi’s current political rhetoric. The strongman
leader exhorts the country to prize “common prosperity”, while a prominent leftist commentator
has been lauded for denouncing “big capitalists” and the entertainment industry’s “sissy-boy stars”.
But when it comes to data and technology, Xi appears to be unveiling the blueprint for a modern,
high-tech dictatorship.

Beijing aims to have it both ways. It believes that technologies will shore up social control and
suppress political dissent without damping the entrepreneurial vigour or the innovation that
animate the world’s fastest-growing large economy.

“Fostering innovation is still a top-line priority for Beijing,” says Kendra Schaefer, head of tech
policy research at Trivium China, a consultancy in Beijing.

“It has no intention of pouring water on the flames of innovation,” she adds. “Rather, Beijing sees
these rules (on data) as a trellis that guides development direction and determines the final shape
of China’s digital economy.”
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Hit on corporates
In order to bend such troves of data to its will, Beijing has adopted a multipronged strategy. It is
publishing laws to govern data’s use. It is increasing the state’s access to the data of private
companies and collecting vast data inventories itself.

The main purpose behind such efforts is captured by last month’s release of draft regulations on
algorithms — or mathematical instructions that govern much online behaviour. These should, the
draft law says, “orient towards mainstream values” and “actively transmit positive energy”. In other
words, they should support — and certainly not oppose — the messaging of the Chinese
Communist party.

But some are feeling the chill. The hardening of China’s legal regime around data usage is causing
severe disruptions for multinationals operating in China, large Chinese corporations and the
financial markets.

One law, the Personal Information Protection Law, which is due to take effect in November,
stipulates that data being moved out of China must either pass a security assessment by the
Cyberspace Administration of China, a government regulator, or obtain other forms of official
approval.

Another law which came into effect this month, the Data Security Law, requires the protection of
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Another law which came into effect this month, the Data Security Law, requires the protection of
“important data” and “core data”, the latter of which is defined as information involving national
and economic security, people’s welfare or important public interest. The definitions are so broad,
they could cover almost anything related to private data, experts say.

“The laws mean or will mean that all data generated in China must stay in China, unless you have
explicit permission to send some of it overseas on a case-by-case basis,” says a senior executive at a
large Chinese tech conglomerate. “China is becoming a data empire unto itself.”

This leaves multinationals operating in China with little choice but to establish data centres to keep
all their customer data. In practice, this means that if law enforcement agencies wish to check
consumer data collected by a multinational in China, they will be able to do so at any time they
choose, Chinese officials and executives told the FT.

Tesla, for example, was quick to see that setting up a data centre was a route to greater harmony
with Chinese authorities. It did so in Shanghai in May, a couple of months after Musk offered
assurance that his company’s cars were not spying on their Chinese customers. “All data generated
from cars sold in mainland China will be stored within China,” the company said in a post in May
on Weibo, a Chinese social media platform.

Apple is another revealing case. In response to Beijing’s stiffening data controls, Apple set up a
data storage centre in the southern province of Guizhou in 2017. The following year it announced
that its iCloud service in China would be managed by the state-owned data management company
Guizhou-Cloud Big Data Industry Co.

Apple said in a statement that “we control the encryption keys for our users’ data” in its China data
centres. However, the company also complies with Chinese law enforcement requests to hand over
customer data to authorities, it added.

The foreign company held up most often by Chinese officials as a “model” of how multinationals
should behave is Microsoft. The US tech giant already has four data centres in mainland China, all
operated by local partner 21Vianet, and a fifth is due to go live next year, it said.

Asked if data from its platforms — such as the professional networking platform LinkedIn — can be
accessed in unencrypted form by Chinese authorities, Microsoft added: “Microsoft commits to
follow all laws and regulations applicable to its provision of online services.”
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A mother and child try an iPad at an Apple store in the Sanlitun shopping area in Beijing, China © Kevin Frayer/Getty Images

Listing tensions
The new data regime is tearing apart a US-China capital markets relationship under which 248
Chinese companies with a total market capitalisation of $2.1tn had listed on US exchanges as of
May this year. The future for mainland Chinese company listings in Hong Kong is also clouded by
the new data regulations.

The current focus of attention is Didi Chuxing, a Chinese ride-hailing company, which pushed
ahead with plans for a $4.4bn share listing in New York before the Cyberspace Administration of
China had completed all of its data security clearances, officials said.

In response, the CAC opened a national security review into the company and kicked Didi’s app off
China’s online stores. The seriousness of the probe is signalled by the fact that it involves multiple
agencies, including China’s natural resources and transport ministries, its espionage agency, the
tax administration, the police and the CAC.

In New York, lawyers have filed a class-action lawsuit on behalf of Didi’s investors alleging they
were misled by the company and its executives over its previous dealings with Chinese regulators.
Questions over whether Didi accurately disclosed the pressure it faced from the CAC have also led
to scrutiny of the banks that underwrote its listing, which included Goldman Sachs and Morgan
Stanley. Didi did not respond to requests for comment.
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Sheng Ronghua, vice-minister at the CAC, has said Beijing’s new rules on critical data disclosures
by mainland companies that list on stock markets are the same no matter where they seek to go
public, making it unlikely that Hong Kong’s exchange will enjoy more lenient treatment than that
governing New York listings.

“The rules are published to protect the safety of critical information infrastructure and all
companies, no matter what kind they are or where they are listed, must comply with the country’s
laws and regulations,” he said.

Nevertheless, it is clear that Chinese regulators make a basic distinction between offering shares in
the mainland and listing offshore in Hong Kong or overseas in New York. The CAC has proposed,
for instance, that companies with more than 1m users should undergo security reviews before
listing overseas.

Regulators are also considering rules that would require data-rich companies to hand over
management of their data to third-party firms if they seek to stage a share offering in the US,
officials told the Financial Times.

A smartphone displays Alipay’s electronic social security card interface © Costfoto/Getty Images

Techno-authoritarian state
One persistent frailty of authoritarian systems in history has been an information logjam between
grassroots society and the ruling elite. The former Soviet Union foundered as much because of
petty corruption and endemic shortages of basic goods as because of its expensive cold war rivalry
with the US.

But China’s leaders believe they have found a way to avoid such threats to their hold on power as a
result of the trove of data they now control.



Dimitar Gueorguiev, associate professor at Syracuse University, says the digital technologies
deployed by Beijing have helped it keep tabs on popular sentiment and needs.

“I argue that the CCP has overcome the information acquisition problem, thanks in large part to
the digital ecosystems it has established,” says Gueorguiev, author of a new book on the topic,
Retrofitting Leninism.

“As a result, today’s China is more perceptive of public opinion, less prone to policy blunders and
better equipped to manage its own bloated bureaucracy.”

Several countries — both democratic and authoritarian — have started using digital systems to
assist in governance and to provide services. But the scale and intrusiveness of China’s deployment
are on a whole different level.

“It’s been called digital Leninism or techno-authoritarianism,” says Andrew Gilholm, a director at
Control Risks, a risk consultancy. “The concept certainly has that huge element of political control
to it but it is not solely focused on that. The vision is also about governing more effectively using
various technologies to overcome perennial governance problems.

“And it’s not only about the big brother stuff,” he adds. “The appeal for Beijing is you use e-
governance instead of electoral accountability to rein in local corruption. You can use data instead
of privatisation to boost competition.”

Understanding the way that China’s digital ecosystems work reveals both the programme’s
ultimate aims and the shortcomings of this grand “techno-authoritarian” experiment.

Surveillance cameras are mounted on a post above an intersection in Beijing © Yan Cong/Bloomberg

Some technologies form basic building blocks. The installation of an estimated 415m surveillance
cameras all over the country — with densities of over 8,000 cameras per square mile in cities such
as the southern manufacturing hub of Shenzhen — makes China’s population by far the world’s



most surveilled.

But the use of facial recognition technologies to identify individuals as they walk down the street
does not appear to be popular; nearly 90 per cent of anonymous respondents to a survey in Beijing
said they were opposed to the use of facial recognition technology in commercial areas.

Nevertheless, surveillance cameras enable another technology in which China’s deployment also
leads the world: smart cities. In 2020, the country was estimated to have some 800 smart cities
under construction or in planning — about half of the world’s total. The concept behind a smart
city is to use networked technologies to control traffic, allocate energy usage and dispense other
services as well as to fight crime.

The provision of services is also the purpose behind China’s digital social security cards, with which
more than 300m people can access or apply for unemployment benefits, prescription drugs, public
transportation and other services through mobile phone apps.

A sign for China’s new digital currency, electronic Chinese yuan (e-CNY), is displayed at a shopping mall in Shanghai © AFP/Getty Images

But in terms of their capacity for social control, such technologies pale next to the digital renminbi,
which has been undergoing tests in several cities this year and may be ready for a formal launch
after next year’s Winter Olympics, which are scheduled to be held in Beijing.

The currency is designed so that all transactions are traceable in real time, providing a state
surveillance capability that does not exist with the current mixture of cash and digital payments
operated by private platforms such as WeChat Pay and Alipay.

Mu Changchun of the Digital Currency Research Institute, an official body, has said a system of
“controllable anonymity” will be rolled out, meaning that only transactions which authorities
request to see will be visible. Nevertheless, this will allow Beijing to trace potential criminals, crack
down on money laundering and combat official corruption.
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“The digital renminbi is likely to be a boon for CCP surveillance in the economy and for
government interference in the lives of Chinese citizens,” wrote Yaya Fanusie and Emily Jin in a
recent report for the Centre for a New American Security, a Washington-based think-tank. 

Other elements of the system, however, remain imperfect. A social credit system that blacklists
defaulters and aims to prevent them from making subsequent purchases of high-end items
operates only imperfectly.

The problem is that many of the high-end hotels, train stations, airlines and other service providers
have not signed up, meaning that some defaulters are able to skip detection and continue on their
spending sprees.

Ultimately, Xi’s new model still remains untested. It has yet to be proven that collecting large
volumes of data will give the Chinese regime useful intelligence or help it to correct policies when
needed. And some experts see a more sinister design.

“I think the solution that [Xi Jinping] has settled on is Orwell,” said Scott Kennedy, a China expert
at Washington-based think-tank CSIS, referencing George Orwell, author of 1984, the dystopian
novel in which the omnipresent eyes of the party and its ruler, Big Brother, use information
superiority to keep subjects in check.

Speaking on a recent podcast on Chinese politics, Kennedy added: “That is artificial intelligence
and data . . . You make sure you have asymmetrically more information than everyone else.”
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Last month a senior official from China’s education ministry addressed more than
100 government colleagues and scholars at a closed-door event to discuss the
centenary of the establishment of the Chinese Communist party, which will be
officially marked with great fanfare in Beijing on Thursday.

Wang Binglin lectured his audience on controversial subjects, such as the party’s
iron grip on history ever since Mao Zedong seized power 72 years ago. In
particular, he warned the scholars in attendance to be careful when speaking and
writing about the party’s violent land redistribution campaign in the early 1950s
that claimed the lives of as many as 2m people.

“Playing up [the attack on landlords] is historical nihilism,” Wang said, referring to
the term used by President Xi Jinping to criticise anyone who deviates from the
party’s official historical narrative. He also noted that certain information in
China’s national archives was likely to be marked as classified and off-limits
forever: “Making such information public is of little help for you historians and will
also be bad for the party.”

“By studying or writing about this [period], you will be taking the wrong side.
That’s why we ban the study and publication of such material. The same applies to
Fang Fang’s Wuhan Diary,” he added, referring to the Wuhan-based novelist’s
account of Covid-19’s emergence in the city last year that pillories government
officials for their initial attempts to cover up the outbreak. “You won’t become a
good researcher if you don’t follow [the] party.”

The mixture of condescension and confidence implicit in Wang’s remarks — that
what is good for the party is good for China — provides a perfect encapsulation of
the country under Xi.
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Fang Fang wrote a novel about Covid-19’s emergence in Wuhan that criticises government officials for their initial attempts to
cover up the outbreak © David Levenson/Getty Images

Now 68, Xi has already been in power for nine years and, having abolished term
limits on the presidency three years ago, is unlikely to formally relinquish the
presidency until 2028 or possibly even 2033. The biggest question looming over
next year’s 20th party congress is whether Xi, currently the party’s general
secretary, will resurrect and assume Mao’s title of party chair.

To his admirers, Xi is the right man at the right time, ready to lead the party and
China into a “new era” that will be defined by its emergence as the world’s largest
economy, surpassing the US, and also establishing itself as a first-rank military and
technological power.

“The party has suffered numerous setbacks,” says David Wang, a Beijing-based
scholar, referring to traumas ranging from a famine in the late 1950s and the
cultural revolution of 1966-76 — each of which killed tens of millions of people —
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to the bloody suppression of pro-democracy protests in Beijing in June 1989. “But
it ended up conquering China and turning the country into a global powerhouse.
That is inspiring.”

“I joined the party because there is no other political force that could make China
better,” adds Wang, who earned his PhD in the US and joined the party after
returning to China a few years ago. “Ordinary people in both the US and China are
like mobs who need to be guided. Average Chinese aren’t ready for western-style
democracy and need to be led. In the US, everyone can have an opinion and
nothing gets done. China should follow a different path.”

Former Tsinghua University lecturer Wu Qiang: ‘Party control permeates every aspect of life’ © Leo Ramirez/AFP via Getty
Images

Others fret that Xi’s empowerment of the party over the past decade — epitomised
by his famous assertion that “north, south, east, west and centre, the party is leader
of all” — could hasten its own destruction through a process of top-down
ossification that engenders widespread apathy and cynicism among its 92m
members.

“Party control permeates every aspect of life,” says Wu Qiang, a former professor at
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Tsinghua University in Beijing and prominent party critic. “There are no different
voices inside or outside the party. As a result, there are no checks and balances . . . 
Small mistakes can develop into huge mistakes and endanger the party.”

The third transformational leader?

Like many of his peers, Xi is a Chinese “princeling” whose father held high party
and government positions under both Mao and Deng Xiaoping, the architect of
China’s “reform and opening” programme that transformed the country into an
economic powerhouse.

Few of Xi’s critics in China dare to speak openly. But their criticism has a common
refrain. They argue that Xi’s accomplishments pale in comparison to those of Mao
and Deng — both hardened guerrilla fighters who, respectively, won a political
revolution and launched an economic one.

Nonetheless, he regards himself as their equal, modern China’s third
“transformational” leader who does not have to follow the same rules that his
immediate predecessors, Hu Jintao and Jiang Zemin, did. In the process, they add,
he risks destroying the foundations of China’s economic success over the past 40
years.

Deng too believed in the primacy of the party. He ordered the People’s Liberation
Army to crush the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests because he feared the party’s
grip on power was under threat. But he also promoted and institutionalised
policies designed to ensure that the party did not strangle the economy, such as
greater autonomy for local and regional officials, a “collective leadership” ethos
and the two-term limit on the presidency since abolished by Xi.

“Princelings see Xi Jinping as just one of them — they come from the same class,”
says Willy Lam, a China politics expert and lecturer at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. “They have trouble swallowing the fact that this guy who they grew up
with is now the second Mao Zedong, has totally negated Deng’s major achievement
on orderly succession and revived Mao’s personality cult.”
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Xi Jinping applauds after the result of the vote on changes to Hong Kong’s election system was announced in Beijing in March
© Nicolas Asfouri/AFP via Getty Images

‘Our autonomy has shrunk’

In a village near Wuhan, a local party secretary told the Financial Times that
today’s trend towards ever greater centralisation of power had a clear starting
point — the 18th party congress in October 2012, at which Xi was anointed party
general secretary. He assumed the presidency in March 2013.

“Top-down decision making is to blame for political indifference,” says the village
party secretary, who asked not to be identified. “Our job now is to carry out tasks
assigned by higher-level party organisations that rarely listen to average [party]
members. While we have good knowledge about what ordinary people are
thinking, it is difficult for us to report the situation to our leaders, let alone affect
their decision making.



“Before the 18th party congress, villagers had considerable freedom to participate
in public affairs,” he adds. “Since President Xi took office, our village’s autonomy
has shrunk greatly as the authorities see it as a trigger for social instability.”

In Beijing, a central government adviser is blunt — and unapologetic — about the
changes. “Grassroots democracy,” he says, “creates more problems than it solves”.

Wu, the Tsinghua scholar, disagrees, saying that under Xi Chinese officials have
become “two-faced and afraid to voice their true opinion — everyone just repeats
party propaganda and the leader’s speeches”.

“Local officials used to have more initiative to innovate, to take risks for economic
development,” he adds. “Now they follow higher level officials. Everyone is
restrained, so they do nothing. The effect of all this is the same: there is no self-
correction mechanism in the system.” 
 
US President Joe Biden’s recent progress in coaxing G7 and Nato allies into a
“united front” challenging Beijing has angered Chinese officials, whose confidence
in the superiority of their system compared with America’s was emboldened by
both Donald Trump’s tumultuous presidency and western nations’ failure to
protect their populations from the Covid-19 pandemic.

A woman poses for a photograph in front of a Communist flag at the museum of the first National Congress of the Communist
Party of China in Shanghai © Andy Wong/AP

“If Nato wants to branch out to the Asia-Pacific region, be our guest,” says Victor
Gao, a former translator for Deng and Chinese diplomat. “China has been here for
5 000 years and China will be here for another 5 000 years China will stand firm
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5,000 years and China will be here for another 5,000 years. China will stand firm
regardless of whatever Nato does.”

“Biden says America is back,” Gao adds. “But Trump could be back in four years,
right?”

Paul Haenle, a former national security staffer for both George W Bush and Barack
Obama and director of the Carnegie-Tsinghua Center in Beijing, agrees that
“uncertainty about the future of US democracy and the potential for a return of
Trumpism” will give America’s allies pause about confronting China too openly.
But, he adds, increasingly unfavourable “international views of China are unlikely
to change until Beijing recognises that its actions, in addition to its diplomacy, are
the main contributors to the downturn” in its relations with the US and EU.

The party’s “confidence is turning into hubris”, warns Richard McGregor, author of
The Party: The Secret World of China’s Communist Rulers. “China’s great strength
needs to be self-criticism,” he adds. “We don’t see that any more. There is an
element of triumph . . . There’s no path beyond Xi Jinping. It doesn’t matter how
smart you are. That’s dangerous.”

‘No longer a workers’ party’

The party has for decades billed itself as the only political organisation that serves
the Chinese people “wholeheartedly”. To complete their revolutionary mission, the
party constitution demands that its members be ready to “sacrifice everything”.

Under Xi, there has been a big push to put this ideology into action. Party
members, led by those working for the government and state-owned enterprises,
are required to wear lapel pins in the workplace so they can be constantly
reminded of their duty — and be identified by others as model workers to whom
they can turn for help.

A similar campaign is under way in the countryside, where households are
classified — and assigned tasks — depending on whether any family members have
joined the party. In Xinshiji, a small village near the manufacturing hub of Yiwu in
eastern Zhejiang province, each home has a plate on its front door specifying
whether a party member lives there.

Families with party members are supposed to serve as role models in five areas,
ranging from adhering to “high ethical standards” to helping to “upgrade the local



ranging from adhering to high ethical standards to helping to upgrade the local
economy”. In contrast, the only job asked of non-party households is to recycle
their rubbish properly. “We count on party members to build a more prosperous
village,” says an official in Xinshiji.

Visitors look at a paintings of Mao Zedong (L) and Deng Xiaoping at an exhibition of art celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the founding of the Communist party in Beijing © Greg Baker/AFP via Getty Images

The party, however, is struggling to recruit members intent on putting public
interest above their own. Dozens of academic studies show Chinese adults, led by
young people, pursued party membership mainly for personal gain. According to
one survey of 1,885 college-age party members conducted by academics at
Zhongnan University of Economics and Law in Wuhan, the most cited reason for
joining the party was career advancement as a growing number of employers, led
by government departments and state firms, now say they prefer to hire party
members.

“I had no plan to join the party until all my dream jobs began to require CCP
membership,” says Tina Hu, a Beijing-based office worker who is now seeking a
government position. Hu applied to become a party member two years ago and is
hoping to finish the process “as soon as possible” so she can make her career
switch



switch.

In rural areas, owners of small businesses ranging from industrial farms to
factories have overtaken farmers as the preferred candidates for party
membership. “We expect [new members] to lead the whole village to prosperity,”
says the village party secretary near Wuhan. “In return we offer them benefits like
better access to loans or government contracts.”

“The party is no longer a workers’ and peasants’ party,” adds McGregor. “It is a
managers’ and businessmen’s party.” Of the 2.1m new members the party recruited
in 2018, less than 5,700 of them were migrant workers even though such labourers
account for more than a third of China’s working-age population.

Then president Hu Jintao (L) chats with his predecessor Jiang Zemin (R) as top Communist party leaders attend an event
marking the 30th anniversary of economic reforms at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing in 2008 © Frederic J. Brown/AFP
via Getty Images

This tension between a party apparatus that has become increasingly powerful
under Xi — but also recognises that it needs capable private sector businesspeople
to propel the economic growth that keeps it in power — has been evident in the
party’s effort to rein in private-sector tech giants such as Jack Ma’s Alibaba and
Ant Group, and Pony Ma’s Tencent.

“Nothing bad will happen to Jack Ma,” says one senior Chinese government
official, who spoke on condition of anonymity. “He has made good contributions to
h d ll h d h d h
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the economy and is still very much respected. He has done a great service to the
people and the country. The lesson is just don’t be so high-profile in China.”

Wang, the Beijing scholar and party member, believes that given another “30 or 40
years” the party will finally be able to worry less about what everyone from
historians to internet tycoons do and say. “By then,” he says, “I hope that people
will have more freedom to choose what they want to believe.”
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